
Birth of a Literal Language/Image: essentially
a way of enhancing and creating meta-

awareness of intentions, desires

??????

Body proprioception and
environmental awareness
(inner and outer intelligence)
begins to be more
distinguishable. This doesn't
mean that an inner and outer
dichotomy actually exists,
but lenses become available
to help hone attention in
different directions.

primordial soup

???

Error as Friend Error as problem

non-linguistic plant intelligence appears

Simple ability
to name inner

states
(emotions,

etc).

early single celled life
sensitivity

Development of more
complex plant

sensitivies

Sensitivity of
simple animal life:
Proprioception and

environmental
awareness

indistinguishable

Proprioception
begins to include

awareness of
emotional and

cognitive movement

Simple ability to
name environmental
dangers, errors, etc

Ability to name
(and thereby
intensify and
focus) simple

intentions

Simple animal awareness of
environment (inner and outer

environments not yet consciously
distinguished). It's almost impossible
to distinguish proprioception (inner

awareness) from environmental
awareness)

Enhanced ability to
non-verbally perceive
meaning of movement

(error).

Literal, but sporadically used,
language identifying inner
and outer states (material
and immaterial realities)

There is no real separation between
proprioception (inner awareness) and

environmental awareness (outer awareness).
The body is inseparable from its environment.

But they are distinguishable in certain
contexts. Hence the two strands of awareness

intertwine.

Plant intellience

Sacred languageAt this junction the Shaman
merges with plant, animal

and inner worlds

Orange loop represents a
shaman's journey there and

back again

body
proprioception

(ability to read
intentions in
animals and

land)

pre-linguistic
animal

intelligence

Communication of
practical crafts and life

skills

At this point, a person has not yet made a
fetish out of the idea of itself and tends to be

more proprioceptive and environmentally
immersed than immersed in language and

image. However, the person also easily
confuses an image or word for the thing itself.

And yet the person easily returns to a
preverbal immersion in the environment.

Practical Literalism

Practical Literalism

Fetishistic Literalism

At this crisis point a 
(dealing mainly in material reality and mere
survival) reaches a crisis of meaning,and is

forced to comprehend both material and
immaterial realities. This results in a new

 (a proto-metaphoric
language), and it also makes Practical

Literalism more attuned to the sacred. But it
also results in a more materialistic response --

a Literalism that fails to comprehend proto-
metaphorical thought and becomes more

intensely Literal.

Practical Literalism

Sacred Language

Hierarchies of status form with attainment of
skills. And the ability to name inner states and

emotions (a derivation of proprioception)
combines with status achievement, resulting
in a more Literal sense of Self. A fetish of a

Self forms.

animal
intelligence

Emergence of
Positive

Metaphor (or

)
Neutral

Language

Emergence of
Negative Language

Self Literalism

Plant
intelligence

Body
proprioceptionanimal

intelligence

 replace
Sacred Stories

Open-ended
theories

: The
thought is not the

thing

Negatively stated
negation

eruption of image
and story: rising
and falling with

context

Self as
momentary

Self Literalism

Strips the mind of
certainties;

Opens
questions

Post
Linguistic

Silence ("a
negative

geography")

The farther up the page in this
direction, the more subtle the

perception -- whether that
perception is meditative, or
theoretical or intellectual or

emotional

The farther to the
left one goes in
this diagram the
less resistant the
mind becomes to
error. Learning

becomes faster.

The farther
down we go in
this diagram

the less subtle
the intelligence

in all facets.

,
which includes

alchemy, merges
craft, art, music,

dance, and
spiritual or
immaterial
learning.

Sacred Practice

 that invite
more penetrating

questions, such as 'what
is real?'

Questions

Birth of sacred
language: proto-

metaphoric
language, origin
myths, sacred

stories

: the
development of more subtle

sacred stories and origin
myths.

Sacred language

capacity to "wear the
bear" -- to experience
linguistically intensified
re-immersions in earth

and mind (inner and outer
worlds)

This Crisis Point doesn't represent a
narrowing or reductive moment, but a
harmonizing explosion, where thought

reaches its limit, and results in the annihilation
of a Literal Self consciousness. This initiates a

post-linguistic silence that extends into the
unknown, without losing its connective thread

to thought, when thought is necessary.
Beyond this lies "the pathless land", or a

"negative geography".

 of Literalism
form

Double Binds

Dogma Denial

Fight

:
Creationism

Answers
posing as
theories ; black

and white

Right and
wrong

:
"it's only human

nature"

Unquestioned
assumptions

:
The meaning of life

is 42

Questions that
seek conclusion

Ego Promotion

Self-
Improvement

Self repression
and control

Ego
Defensiveness The farther to

the right we go
in this diagram

the more
resistant to

error thought
becomes

: Here a
 emerges

out of . A
reactionary impulse rejects the

loss of objective reality,
retreating to a 

. Part of what
emerges is a new metaphoric

relationship to the material and
immaterial world called 

, including alchemy.
HOWEVER, Literalism survives

this crisis point as Self-
Consciousness or 

. And this snakes
through, undermining every

breakthrough, constantly
diverting thought back to that

cancerous double-bind.

Crisis Point
metaphoric language

sacred language

fetishistic
Literalism

sacred
practice

Self
Literalism

returns to double
bind

Self Literalism

Madness

returns to double bind
Self Literalism

Yellow is
emergence of
Metaphoric
Language

Science

Practitioners like Bohm

technology-centric
science

Science definitely goes upwards (towards
increasing subtlety), but is also mainly drifting
to the right (towards dogmas of its own). But
science, its many branches, and its individual
practitioners are very different in orientation.
I'll include what I view as Bohm's direction,

and what I view as technological
development.

: The
thinker is the thought

Positively stated
negation

(including Bohmian
style science)

Sacred Practice

Plant intelligence

Fetishistic Literalism

Sacred Practice

Science emerges from the
 of

alchemy
sacred practice

self literalism

self literalism

self literalism

People seem to have insights into this
"pathless land", but that tether to a subtle

Literalism of the Self pulls us inevitably back
into the System of Thought. Fetishistic Literalism

Flight

https://coggle.it/



